MISSION
It is to build an excellent leader who transforms the world by serving the unified
education with one family, church, school on biblical values. To this end, this is a
Christian school that trains with solid values of spirituality, Christian personality,
outstanding intellect and international competence, and leadership in service.

VISION
To set the leader of excellent service to change the world by practicing unified
education with uniting home, church, and school based on the Biblical values.

WATCHWORD
Wellcam International School is an educational community which is leading outstanding
next generations.

Education Philosophye
1. Integrative Education
Wellcam center, which has the vision and the philosophy of Wellcam International
School, will be an excellent piece of hardware for the next generation of education. In
Wellcam International School, there are educational materials for the creation and
cooperation, classrooms for Khmer and English classes and integrated lessons, multipurposes hall for enhancing the historical consciousness, dream spaces for
communicating with manners, library for imagination, and safe and beautiful scenery.
These are the devotion and the consideration of the present generation for the next
generation.

2. Education Environment
We pursue education that emphasizes the harmony of spirituality, personality, and
intelligence as well as the connection with home, church, and school. The cause of the
antagonism among generations, the mass production of the dysfunctional family, and
the education crisis is the absence of the whole personality integrated education. The
talented people who can influence goodness to this present generation should be the
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leaders with harmony, communication, and integrated thought.

3. Bilingual Education for Global Leadership
Global leadership does not happen overnight. Wellcam education aims to maximize
communication with people around the world through bilingual (Khmer/ English)
intensive education since childhood. Immersion programs are offered in 50% of
Cambodian and 50% of English in all subjects except Korean language and arts.
Research has shown that, in general, more than four years of continuous immersion
education, along with language acquisition, are also known to help promote science
and mathematics.

4. Devoted Faculty
The quality of education is directly proportional to the absolute commitments and
characters of teachers. The teachers in Wellcam International School are the
disciples of Jesus Christ with a missionary mind.
There will be the next generation with mature personalities through the teachers who
teach the next generation in love based on sacrificing themselves for the others by
following the example of Christ's service, various administrative, office, and service
staffs who care and support all students with Christian values.

Core Values
1.Solid Spirituality
①A person of the Word
②A person of prayer
③Pure person
④A man of love
⑤Worship, Bible readiness, Morning meditation, Bible classroom, Prayer meeting

2. Christlike Character
①Restoration of God's image
②Training to reveal holy character in life
③Character classroom, etiquette school, field trip, community service program,
domestic short-term service program
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3. Distinguished Intelligence
①Realize a reconstructed curriculum using the "understanding-oriented curriculum"
framework based on the Christian worldview
②Instruct the curriculum to cultivate unsurpassed intellectual skills.

4. Global Competence
① Educate all grades and all courses in bilingual
② An education to acquire bi-language naturally through life environment by reducing
the resistance to foreign languages through two main teachers (Khmer/ English).
③English Immersion in All Subjects, English Speaking, English Camp during Vacation,
ELL or ESL Classroom for Supplementing English, Second Foreign Language
Education for Upper Secondary Schools, Abroad Short Term Service Program

5. Servant Leadership
①Following the leadership of Jesus Christ
②Contributing to Community Development through Serving Leadership
③Cooperative learning programs, disciples and leader training programs, classroom
cleaning and organizing training, local cleaning

Our Promise
As a student in Wellcam International School, we are committed to:
1. I will always be thankful.
2. I will always be honest.
3. I will always be joyful.
4. I will always greet others.
5. I will always listen to and obey the teachers.
6. I will always love and respect my friends.
7. I will always act responsibly and live faithfully.
8. I will always behave in a safe and orderly manner.
9. I will always be care of using the school facilities and supplies.
10.I will always keep clean myself and the macro-environment.
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